
Computer chess games that teach and challenge.

Closes for travel

Chess Partner-a stylish game
with a sensory chessboard
A top-quality electronic chess game that's fit for a
king! Enjoy chess competition on any level with this
attractive table -top chess computer. A big, clear, cus-
tom LCD screen gives you a wealth of information.
There are 64 skill levels-including fun and puzzle
levels to help you advance at your own pace. Setup
function lets you arrange pieces any way you wish, so
you can practice escaping difficult situations. And you
have the option of taking back up to six moves. The
8" sensory keyboard comes with 2" tall pieces. Re-
quires 4 "AA" batteries or AC adapter, #273-1455.
(TSP) 60-2428 69.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 11180007 14.99

- Companion
Chess: affordable &
loaded with features
Learn to play chess-piece by piece! 5
unique teaching modes let you learn the
basic moves and master the tactics of par-
ticular pieces quickly. 64 playing levels
provide exciting chess action even for the
experienced player. You can play the com-
puter or learn as the computer plays itser.
Two -player mode lets you play against
a friend while the computer acts as a
referee. LCD screen keeps track of time
and shows piece position and last move.
Rule Enforcement, Save Game and Take
Back functions included. Requires 2 "M'
batteries. 60-2216 39.99
Extra set of chess pieces.
RSU 10669133 8 99

Portable Chess-the game for
players on the go
Goes anywhere-folding case makes it easy to carry
along. 64 levels of play. Position Verification lets you
determine the position of the pieces in case the board is
disturbed. Pause lets you turn off the computer and con-
tinue the game later-perfect for commuters. You can
take back up to six moves and try a new approach, or
even ask the computer to suggest your next move. Rule
Enforcement prevents illegal moves. Problem Setup for
practicing difficult situations. You can even play against
another person and let the computer referee. Requires 3
"AA" batteries. (TSP) 60-2444 49.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 11450285 4 99

Endorsed by chess master
Garry Kasparovi

Champion -endorsed Master
2200X Chess Computer
Endorsed by World Computer Chess Champion, Garry
Kasparov! Features 64 exciting levels, including Blitz
games, the most popular Tournament controls and
Fun levels. The Master 2200X is demanding of ex-
perts and forgiving towards beginners-it's a great
teacher of the classic game of strategy. Individual op-
tion controls offer virtually thousands of different level
settings. Programmable LCD displays all information
that a player may need. The display even emulates
the ticking of a chess clock for realistic game play. Re-
quires 6 "C" batteries or AC adapter #273-1662.
(TSP) 60-2213 99.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 11687647 14.99

Checkmate!
Chess-The Ultimate Mind Game
Enjoy the classic game of strategy with an elec-

tronic partner that teaches and challenges you

every step of the way-beginner to master!

At home or on the road, there's an electronic

chess game that's just right for you. Someday

you could be a World Chess Champion!

Endorsed by chess master
Garry Kasparovi

The ultimate challenge: Our
Champion 2250 Chess Computer
with larger chess board
Our best chess game! 64 levels of chess-challeng-
ing fun for the advanced player or the curious begin-
ner. Chessboard is larger for easier play. Features
flexible playing styles, multiple play settings (includ-
ing Blitz and Tournament), three different playing
mode options and fun levels. With screen autotrack-
ing, a built-in display that provides the player with all
movement information. Automatic power down fea-
ture with long-term memory saves battery power
and your game. Requires 6 "C" batteries or AC
adapter #273-1662. (TSP) 60-2215 169.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 11688660.. 16.99
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Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door
from Radio Shack Unlimited". Shipping and pricing information on page 4.


